We study the efficiency of random search processes based on Lévy flights with power-law distributed jump lengths in the presence of an external drift, for instance, an underwater current, an airflow, or simply the bias of the searcher based on prior experience. While Lévy flights turn out to be efficient search processes when relative to the starting point the target is upstream, in the downstream scenario regular Brownian motion turns out to be advantageous. This is caused by the occurrence of leapovers of Lévy flights, due to which Lévy flights typically overshoot a point or small interval. Extending our recent work on biased LF search [V. V. Palyulin, A. V. Chechkin, and R. Metzler, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, DOI:10.1073/pnas.1320424111] we establish criteria when the combination of the external stream and the initial distance between the starting point and the target favors Lévy flights over regular Brownian search. Contrary to the common belief that Lévy flights with a Lévy index α = 1 (i.e., Cauchy flights) are optimal for sparse targets, we find that the optimal value for α may range in the entire interval (1, 2) and include Brownian motion as the overall most efficient search strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
To find a lost key on a parking lot or a paper on an untidy desk are typical everyday experiences for search problems [1, 2] . Search processes occur on many different scales, ranging from the passive diffusive search of regulatory proteins for their specific binding site in living biological cells [3] over the search of animals for food [4, 5] or of computer algorithms for minima in a complex search space [6] . Here we are interested in random, jumplike search processes. The searcher, that is, has no prior information on the location of its target and performs a random walk until encounter with the target. During a relocation along its trajectory (a jump), the walker is insensitive to the target. In the words of movement ecology occupied with the movement patterns of animals, this process is called blind search with saltatory motion. It is typical for predators hunting at spatial scales exceeding their sensory range [7] [8] [9] [10] . For instance, blind search is observed for plankton-feeding basking sharks [11] , jellyfish predators and leatherback turtles [12] , and southern elephant seals [13] . Saltatory search is distinguished from cruise search, when the searcher continues to explore its environment during relocations.
The first studies on random search considered the Brownian motion of the searcher as a default strategy, until Shlesinger and Klafter proposed that Lévy flights (LFs) are much more efficient in the search for sufficiently sparse targets [14] . In a Markovian LF the individual displacement lengths x of the walker are power-law dis- * Electronic address: rmetzler@uni-potsdam.de tributed, λ(x) ∼ |x| −1−α , where due to 0 < α < 2 the second moment of the jump lengths diverges, x 2 → ∞ [15] . This lack of a length scale x 2 1/2 effects a fractal dimension of the trajectory [16, 17] , such that local search is interspersed by long, decorrelating excursions. This strategy avoids oversampling, the frequent return to previously visited points in space of recurrent random walk processes, such as Brownian motion in one and two dimensions [5, 14, 18, 19] . The latter are indeed the relevant cases for land-based searchers. Even for airborne or marine searchers, the vertical span of their trajectories is usually much smaller than the horizontal span, rendering their motion almost fully two dimensional. The outstanding role of LFs for random search processes in one and two dimensions was formulated in the LF hypothesis: Superdiffusive motion governed by fat-tailed propagators optimize encounter rates under specific (but common) circumstances: hence some species must have evolved mechanisms that exploit these properties [. . .] [5] .
Starting with the report of LF-search by albatross birds [18, 20] there was a surge of discoveries of such scale-free search strategies, inter alia, for marine predators [21, 22] , insects such as moths [23] , land-based mammals such as deer and goats [24, 25] , as well as microorganisms such as dinoflagellates [26] . In some cases these reports were debated. For instance, an additional investigation showed that spider monkeys indeed move deterministically [27] and mussels have multimodal rather than power-law relocations [28, 29] . Similarly, plant lice exhibit Lévy motion on the population level but not for the motion of individuals [30] . In particular, the disqualification of the LF statistics for albatrosses [31] became a strong argument against the LF hypothesis. However, there is strong evidence that for individual albatross birds LFs are indeed a real search pattern [32] .
From extensive studies of human trajectories it was shown that LF motion patterns are indeed characteristic [33, 34] , although in some cases correlations in the motion exist [35] . Similarly the paths of fishing boats follow LF statistics [36] , although this observation has also been put in question [37] . Interesting findings were reported from robotics, where one of the important questions is how robots should search for hidden targets. From simulations it was concluded that the most successful robots performed motion consistent with LF foraging [38] .
A number of other search strategies was proposed as an alternative to LFs. These include intermittent dynamics switching between local diffusive search and ballistic relocations [39] , which may also be of power-law form [40] . Moreover, searchers may perform persistent random walks with finite tangential correlations [41] . However, while the difference in performance between models with a scale and LFs may be small, the central advantage of the LF strategy is its robustness: while other models work best when their parameters are optimized for specific environmental conditions such as the target density LFs remain close to optimal even when these conditions are altered [40] . LFs have thus been promoted as a preferred strategy when there is insufficient prior knowledge on the search space. In particular, for sufficiently sparse targets several analyses claim that the optimal value for the power-law exponent is α = 1 [18, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Following the continuing debate over the validity of the LF hypothesis we here extend our recent study in Ref. [47] and scrutinize the LF hypothesis from a different angle. Namely, we analyze the performance of the LF search mechanism in the presence of an external bias. Such a bias could, for instance, correspond to an underwater current biasing the search motion of marine predators or search robots, or to an airflow driving birds of prey in a preferential direction. It could be a bias in an abstract landscape searched by a computed algorithm. Finally, it could also simply be the personal bias of the searcher based on some prior experience. Such biases are commonplace and their effect needs to be considered in models for random search processes. It turns out that an external bias may have profound consequences for the efficiency of LF search. Thus, even in the presence of a small bias LF search may fare worse than Brownian search. Depending on the initial separation between searcher and target and on whether from the perspective of the searcher the bias is directed towards or away from the target, we find that the optimal power-law exponent α may range in the entire interval from one to 2, and explicitly include Brownian motion. Without prior knowledge, it may turn out that Brownian search is indeed the more efficient search method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we set up our model in terms of the fractional Fokker-Planck equation. In Sec. III we explicitly calculate the first arrival density and the search efficiency in absence of a bias. In particular, we obtain the optimal search parameters as function of the initial distance between searcher and target. In Sec. IV we generalize these findings to the case when an external bias is present. We analyze the temporal decay of the first arrival density and introduce a generalized Péclet number. We draw our Conclusions in Sec. V. In the Appendix, we detail several calculations.
II. FRACTIONAL FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION WITH SINK TERM
Imagine the process depicted in Fig. 1 . A random walker moves by random jumps, whose lengths are chosen according to the power-law distribution λ(x) with
where
λ(x) exp(ikx)dx denotes the Fourier transform of λ(x). Its stretched Gaussian form in k space defines a symmetric Lévy stable distribution, with the long-tailed asymptotic form λ(x) ≃ |x| −1−α for 0 < α < 2. Consequently the variance of λ(x) diverges, x 2 → ∞, while fractional moments |x| δ of order 0 < δ < α are finite [15, 16] . In addition to such Lévy stable jump lengths we consider an external drift. This bias is called uphill (or downhill) when the bias is directed against (along) the walker with respect to the original walker-target location.
A searcher finds the target when after a jump its position coincides with the location of the target. That is, the successful search corresponds to the first arrival at the target coordinate. This process will be substantially different from that of Brownian search, and consists of a tradeoff between two effects: (i) due to the scalefree jump length distribution (1) the above-mentioned oversampling is diminished, and less points are revisited multiply before eventual location of the target. (ii) Due to the existence of extremely long jumps the walker may severely overshoot the target, producing so-called leapovers (see Fig. 1 ). The length of these leapovers is distributed as ℘ l (ℓ) ≃ ℓ −1−α/2 , and is thus wider than the original jump length distribution (1) [48] . This property renders the first arrival of an LF different from the process of first passage, and the first arrival efficiency worsens with decreasing α [49] .
The basis for the mathematical description of the first arrival process of LFs is the fractional Fokker-Planck equation for the density f (x, t) to find the searcher at position x at time t in the presence of an external force field [15, 50] . Generalizing the approach of Ref. [49] , to describe the first arrival of a seacher to point x = 0, we remove the searcher from the target location x = 0 by a δ-sink with time dependent weight ℘ fa (t),
. (2) Here, v denotes the constant external bias, K α is the generalized diffusion coefficient [15] , and ℘ fa (t) is the density of first arrival [49] , as shown below. The fractional derivative of Riesz-Weyl form is defined in terms of its Fourier transform, [15] . Eq. (2) is completed with the initial condition f (x, 0) = δ(x − x 0 ) of placing the searcher at x 0 . If v is positive, the drift is directed towards positive x, that is, the dynamic equation (2) describes the situation of Fig. 1 .
By rescaling of variables (see App. A) we obtain the dimensionless analog of Eq. (2),
where v = vσ α−1 /K α and f (x, 0) = δ(x−x 0 ). The factor σ has the dimension of length and is chosen as the scaling factor of the LF jump length distribution, as detailed in App.
A. In what follows we use the dimensionless variables throughout, but for simplicity we omit the overlines. Without loss of generality we assume that x 0 > 0 in the remainder of this work. Integration of Eq. (3) over the position x produces the first arrival density
Thus, ℘ fa (t) is indeed the negative time derivative of the survival probability ∞ −∞ f (x, t)dx. In analogy to the bias-free case [49] it is straightforward to obtain the Fourier-Laplace transform of the distribution f (x, t),
Here we express the Laplace image h(s) = ∞ 0 exp(−st)h(t)dt of a function h(t) by explicit dependence on the Laplace variable s. Integration of Eq. (5) over the Fourier variable k yields
where W (x, s) is the solution of Eq. (2) without the sink term. As this expression necessarily equals zero, the first arrival density can be expressed through
where we use the abbreviation
Equation (7) without bias (v = 0) was obtained in Ref. [49] . An important observation from Eq. (7) is that the first arrival density vanishes, ℘ fa (s) = 0, for any s if only α ≤ 1 (for the proof see App. B and C). Thus LF search for a point-like target will never succeed for α ≤ 1. This property reflects the transience of LFs with α < d, where d is the dimension of the embedding space [51] .
For the simulation of LFs we use the Langevin equation approach, which in the discretized version with dimensionless units takes on the form [52] 
where x n is the (dimensionless) position of the walker at the n-th step, and ξ α,1 (n) is a set of random variables with Lévy stable distribution and the characteristic function
To obtain a normalized Lévy stable distribution we employ the standard method detailed in Ref. [53] .
III. FIRST ARRIVAL AND SEARCH EFFICIENCY IN ABSENCE OF AN EXTERNAL BIAS
We first consider the case in absence of the bias v and present the solution for the first arrival density. Moreover we motivate our choice for the efficiency used to compare different parameter values for the LF search process.
A. First arrival density and search reliability Without external bias Eq. (7) can be expressed in terms of the Fox H-function, as detailed in App. D. Inverse Laplace transform (D5) of the H-function allows us to obtain the solution (D6) in the time domain. From the latter expression we get the long time asymptotic behavior of ℘ fa (t),
where the constant C(α) is given by Eq. (D7). In this way we find one of the central results of Ref. [49] by using the analytic approach of the H-function formalism. An important quantity for the following is the search reliability, defined as the cumulative arrival probability
It follows from Eq. (D5) that without a bias P = 1, i.e. the searcher will always find the target eventually as long as α > 1. In other cases it will turn out that P < 1, that is, the searcher will not always locate the target no matter how long the search process is extended.
In the Brownian case α = 2, the H-function in Eq. (D5) according to App. E and G can be simplified to the well-known result for the first arrival in Laplace domain,
Note that in the Brownian case with finite variance x 2 of relocation lengths, the process of first arrival is identical to that of the first passage [49] .
B. Search efficiency
How can one define a good measure for the efficiency of a search process? On a general level, such a definition depends on whether saltatory or cruise foraging is considered [54] , or whether a single target is present in contrast to a fixed density of targets. For saltatory motion as considered herein a typical definition of the search efficiency is the ratio of the number of visited target sites over the total distance traveled by the searcher [54] , Efficiency = visited number of targets average number of steps .
This definition works well when many targets with a typical inter-target distance are present. The mean number of steps taking in the search process is equivalent to the typical time t over which the process is averaged. As we here consider the case of a single target, in a first attempt to define the efficiency we could thus reinterpret definition (14) as the mean time to reach the target and thus take Efficiency = 1/ t , where now t would correspond to the expectation t = ∞ 0 t℘ fa (t)dt. However, in contrast to the situation with a fixed target density, t diverges for simple Brownian search on a line without bias [55] .
For this reason we propose a different measure for the search efficiency, namely
Instead of the average search time, we average over the inverse search time. This can be shown to be a useful measure for situations when t is both finite or diverging. Using the relation
it is straightforward to show that
As an example, consider the efficiency E of a Brownian walker without bias. With Eq. (13) we find
where for this equation we restored dimensionality. This is the classical result for a normally diffusive process: increasing diffusivity of the searcher improves the search efficiency per unit time.
Below we demonstrate the robustness of the new characteristic E for several concrete cases. We mention that the definition 1/ t leads to contradictory results for the biased case, as well. This will be shown in the next section.
C. Search optimization
We now decree that a given search strategy is optimal when the efficiency E of the corresponding search process is maximal. In our case of LF search we define the optimal search as the process with the value of the stable index α for fixed initial condition x 0 and fixed bias velocity v leads to the highest value of E. As we will see, an optimal search defined by this criterion is not (always) the same as the most reliable process with maximal search reliability P .
For LF search without an external drift the density of first arrival is given by Eq. (D5). The search efficiency is obtained by integration it over s,
Thus the search efficiency decays quadratically with the initial searcher-target separation x 0 and, depending on the value of α, may become non-monotonic. In the Brownian limit α = 2 the efficiency is E = 2/x 2 0 , consistent with the above result (18) . In the Cauchy limit α → 1 the efficiency drops to zero. Fig . 2 shows the efficiency E as function of the initial searcher-target distance x 0 , for fixed values of the powerlaw exponent α. We observe a strong dependence on x 0 , the strongest variation being realized for the Brownian case with α = 2. For close initial distances (x 0 5) the Brownian strategy is the most efficient process. However, with increasing x 0 at first LFs with α = 1.5 become more efficient than Brownian motion, and for x 0 30 the strategy with α = 1.2 outperforms all the others. This behavior is expected as for longer initial separations the occurrence of long jumps increases with decreasing α, and thus fewer steps lead the searcher closer to the target. For short initial separations the occurrence of long jumps would lead to leapovers and thus to a less efficient arrival to the target.
Due to the strong dependence on the initial searchertarget separation x 0 the efficiency between different strategies should be compared for a given value of x 0 . This will be done in the following. Additional insight can be obtained from the relative efficiency
for a given x 0 which is the ratio of the efficiency for some given exponent α over the maximum efficiency for this initial separation for the corresponding value α opt . In Fig. 3 we show this relative efficiency as function of the stable exponent α of the jump length distribution. The value E rel = 1 is obviously assumed at α = α opt . Fig. 3 exhibits a very rich behavior. Thus, when the searcher is originally close to the target (here x 0 = 1) the Brownian strategy turns out to be the most efficient, and the functional form of E rel is completely monotonic. For growing initial separation, however, the highest efficiency occurs for smaller values of α. For instance, the maximum efficiency shifts from α opt ≈ 1.5 for x 0 = 10 to α opt ≈ 1.15 (19), displayed for the initial searcher-target separations x0 = 1 (green dashed curve), x0 = 10 (red dotted curve), x0 = 100 (black dashed curve), and x0 = 1000 (blue continuous curve).
for x 0 = 1000. In particular, for large separations the optimal stable index approaches the value α opt = 1 obtained earlier for different LF search scenarios [18, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
The second striking observation is that for larger initial separations the dependence of E rel on α is no longer monotonic. An implicit expression for α opt is obtained from the relation
The result can be phrased in terms of the implicit relation
(22) Here ψ denotes the digamma function. From this relation we can use symbolic mathematical evaluation to obtain the functional behavior of the optimal Lévy index α opt as function of the initial searcher-target distance x 0 . The result is shown in Fig. 4 . Two distinct phenomena can be observed: first, the behavior at long initial separations x 0 demonstrates the convergence of the optimal exponent α opt to the Cauchy value α opt = 1. Second, the optimal search is characterized by an increasing value for α opt when the initial separation shrinks, and we observe a transition at some finite value x 0 : for initial distances x 0 between searcher and target that are smaller than some critical value x crit , Brownian search characterized by α opt = 2 optimizes the search. In our dimensionless formulation, we deduce from the functional behavior in Fig. 4 that x crit ≈ 2.516. 
IV. FIRST ARRIVAL AND SEARCH EFFICIENCY IN PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL BIAS
We now consider the case when an external bias initially either pushes the searcher towards or away from the target, the downhill and uphill scenarios. In the uphill regime, we can understand that both the Brownian and the LF searcher may never reach to the target. However, as we will see, due to the presence of leapovers a LF searcher may also completely miss the target when we consider the downhill scenario.
A. Search reliability
We can quantify to what extent a search process will ever locate the target in terms of the search reliability P defined in Eq. (12) . We obtain this quantity from the first arrival density. We start with the Brownian case for α = 2, for which the arrival density ℘ fa can be calculated explicitly (see App. E and Ref. [55] for the derivation). In the Laplace domain, it reads
where we again turned back to dimensional variables to see the explicit dependence on the diffusivity K 2 . Thus, in the downhill case with v < 0 we find that due to the relation P = p f a (s = 0) the search reliability will always be unity, P = 1: in the downhill case the Brownian searcher will always hit the target. In the opposite, uphill case with v > 0, the result
for the search reliability has the form of a Boltzmann factor (K 2 ∝ k B T ) and exponentially suppresses the location of the target. In this Brownian case we can therefore interpret P as the probability that the thermally driven searcher crosses an activation barrier of height ∝ vx 0 . For the general case of LFs we obtain from Eq. (7) via change of variables the Laplace transform
of the first arrival density, where we use the abbreviation
In expression (25) we introduced the generalized Péclet number for the case of LFs,
In the Brownian limit α = 2 and after reinstating dimensional units we recover the standard Péclet number Pe 2 = vx 0 /(2K 2 ), where the factor two is a matter of choice [55] .
In Fig. 5 we depict the functional behavior of the search reliability P for four different values of the Lévy index α including the Brownian case α = 2. The cumulative probability P depends only on the generalized Péclet number, as can be seen from expression (25) when we take the relevant limit s → 0. In both panels of Fig. 5 the left semi-axes with negative Pe α values correspond to the downhill case, in which the searcher is initially advected in direction of the target, while the right semi-axes pertain to the uphill scenario. The continuous lines correspond to the numerical solution of Eq. (7), and the symbols represent results based on Langevin equation simulations. In these simulations the values of the search reliability P were obtained as a ratio of the number of searchers that eventually located the target over the overall number of the released 10,000 searchers. To estimate the error of the simulated value for the search reliability, we calculated P for each consecutive 1000 runs and then determined the standard deviation of the mean value of these 10 results.
According to Fig. 5 for the case of uphill search the search reliability is worst for the Brownian walker and improves continuously for decreasing value of the stable index α. This is due to the activation barrier (24) faced by the Brownian walker. For LFs this barrier is effectively reduced due to the propensity for long jumps. The reduction of the resulting jump length x − vτ , where τ is the typical duration of a single jump, becomes more and more insignificant for increasing jump lengths x. This is why the efficiency continues to improve until the Cauchy case is reached. Quantitatively, however, we realize that for increasing generalized Péclet number even for LFs the value of the search reliability quickly decreases to tiny values, and that the absolute difference between the different search strategies is not overly significant.
In the downhill case Fig. 5 demonstrates that the Brownian searcher will always locate the target successfully and thus return P = 1 in agreement with previous findings [55] . In contrast, the search reliability decreases clearly with growing magnitude |Pe α |. This decrease worsens with decreasing stable exponent α. The reason for this is the growing tendency for leapovers of LFs with decreasing α. Once the LF searcher overshoots the target, it is likely to drift away quickly from the target and never return to its neighborhood. Overall, the functional dependence of P on the generalized Péclet number Pe α becomes non-trivial once α < 2. From Fig. 5 we conclude that if the main criterion for the search is the eventual location of the target, that is, a maximum value of the search reliability P , without prior knowledge the gain for a Brownian searcher in the downhill case is higher than the loss in the opposite case: if we do not know the relative initial position to the target, the Brownian search algorithm will on average be more successful.
In Fig. 6 we now turn to the dependence of the search efficiency P on the Lévy index α for fixed magnitude of the external bias v. In each case we display the behavior for three different values of the initial distance x 0 between searcher and target. In the downhill scenario we observe a remarkable non-monotonic behavior for larger value for x 0 . Namely, the search efficiency drops when α gets smaller than the Brownian value α = 2, for which P = 1. While for the small initial separation x 0 = 1 this drop is continuous, for the larger values of x 0 this trend is turned around, and the search efficiency grows again. Due to the extremely slow convergence of both the Langevin equation simulations and the numerical evaluation of Eq. (7) despite all efforts we were not able to infer the continuation of the P -curve for α-values smaller than 1.2 and thus, in particular, what the limiting value at the Cauchy case α = 1 is. What could be the reason for this non-monotonicity in the P versus α dependence? Similar to the existence of an optimal α-value intermediate between the Brownian and Cauchy cases α = 2 and α = 1, respectively, for the search reliability we here find a worst-case value for α. This value represents a negative tradeoff of the target overshoot property and insufficient propensity to produce sufficiently long jumps to recover an accumulated activation barrier from a downstream location as seen from the target. In the uphill case the dependence is monotonic: here long jumps become helpful to overcome the activation towards the target. Thus the search efficiency increases when α becomes smaller and approaches the Cauchy value α = 1. The value for P significantly drops with increasing value of the initial searcher-target separation x 0 . Consistently with the previous observations on P the Brownian case fares worst and leads to the smallest value of P .
We briefly digress to address an important technical issue, namely, the choice of an optimal target size in the Langevin equation simulations. A Brownian walker always explores the space continuously. However, in Langevin equation simulations, we introduce discrete (albeit small) jump lengths and time steps. Due to this, even in the Brownian case there is always a non-vanishing probability to overshoot a point-like target. Thus, even for the Brownian downhill case the simulated value for the search reliability could be measured below the theoretical value P = 1. This effect needs to be remedied by the appropriate choice of a finite target size. The tradeoff is now that the target needs to be sufficiently large to avoid the overshoot by the searcher. At the same time the target should not be too large, otherwise inconsistencies with our theory based on a point-like target would arise. As a consistency test for the chosen target size we check the long time asymptotics of the first arrival density ℘ fa (t) with the analytical form given by Eq. (11). The results for this test are plotted in Fig. 7 , showing excellent agreement between the simulations and the theoretical asymptotic behavior. In Fig. 8 we explicitly show the effect of a varying target size. As the target size is successively increased, the LF scaling of the first arrival density for a point-like target, ℘ fa (t) ∼ t −2+1/α , is seen to cross over to the universal Sparre-Andersen law for the first passage of a symmetric random walk process in the semi-infinite domain, ℘ fp (t) ∼ t −3/2 [49, 55] . We see that it is possible to choose the target size appropriately such that the results of the Langevin equation simulations are consistent with the theory.
B. Search efficiency
For a Brownian searcher in the presence of an external bias, the mean search time t can be computed via
For the downhill case this value is given by the classical result
The diffusing searcher moves towards the target as if it were a classical particle, the search time being given as the ratio of the distance over the (drift) velocity. It is independent of the value of the diffusion constant. For the uphill case (v > 0), we find the known result
The latter value is in fact smaller than the one for the downhill case. How can this be? The explanation of this seeming paradox comes from the qualitative difference in the nature of these averages. In the first scenario the search reliability is unity, that is, the walker always arrives at the target. In the uphill case only successful walkers count, that is, the average is conditional. This explains the seeming contradiction with common sense [56] . As we can see from this discussion is that the ready choice 1/ t as a measure for the search efficiency would state that the uphill motion is more efficient than the downhill one. This definition would obviously not make much sense. We show that our definition of the search efficiency, Eq. (15), is a reasonable measure in this case.
With the use of Eqs. (17) and (23) we find
Indeed, we see that our expression for the efficiency shows that the downhill motion is more efficient than going uphill for the same initial separation x 0 . In Figs. 9 and 10 the efficiency E is plotted for different values of the drift velocity v and the initial separation x 0 of searcher and target, respectively. As expected, the increase of the downhill velocity leads to an efficiency growth, and vice versa for the opposite case. By magnitude of the v-dependence, the decrease in the search efficiency for the uphill case is much more pronounced than the increase in efficiency for the downhill case. Hence, the dependence on the initial distance x 0 becomes increasingly asymmetric.
C. Weak bias expansion for Lévy flight search
In the limit of a weak external bias we can obtain analytical approximations for the search efficiency. Namely, for sufficiently small values of the generalized Péclet number Pe α and nonzero values of the Laplace variable s the denominators in both integrals of Eq. (25) can be expanded into series. The first order expansion reads where we define
The integrals appearing in expression (32) can be computed by use of the Fox H-function technique, as detailed in App. F. From the result (F2) we obtain the following expression for the search efficiency, where the first term in the square brackets corresponds to the result for the case without drift (Pe α = 0), Eq. (19). When α = 2, the Brownian behavior in the small bias limit is recovered, namely, E = 2/x 2 0 (1 − Pe 2 ), consistent with the small Pe 2 expansion of Eq. (31)). From Eq. (F2) it follows that for the Brownian case α = 2, the first arrival density in the Laplace domain has the approximate form
which is valid for s > v 2 /K 2 , i.e., for short times. After transforming back to the time domain, we find
as shown in App. E. This result corresponds to the short time and small Péclet number limit of the general expression for ℘ fa (t) reported by Redner [55] . Thus our expansion (F2) works only at short times. However, the approximate expression (34) for the search efficiency itself turns out to work remarkably well, as shown in Fig. 11 . Here, the behavior described by Eq. (34) is compared with results of direct numerical integration of Eq. (7) over s. We see an almost exact match for an initial searchertarget separation x 0 = 1. Instead, for x 0 = 10 the agreement becomes worse (not shown here). The explanation is due to the fact that for small initial separations short search times dominate the arrival statistic, while for x 0 the arrival is shifted to longer times, and the approximation underlying Eq. (34) does no longer work well. The presence of an external bias substantially changes the functional form of the efficiency as compared to the unbiased situation. Fig. 12 shows the search efficiency as function of the initial position for two different drift velocities and for a variety of values of the power-law exponent α. As expected from what we said before, the dependencies of the search efficiency with respect to positive and negative initial separations is asymmetric, as this corresponds to the difference between uphill and downhill cases elaborated above. Increasing magnitude of the bias effects a more pronounced asymmetry between x 0 values with the same absolute value |x 0 |. For the downhill case the advantage of the Brownian search over LF search persists for all values of x 0 . As expected, the efficiency drops, however, the general behavior is similar for all α values. For the uphill case we observe a remarkable crossing of the curves. For small initial separations x 0 the Brownian search efficiency is highest. Here the activation barrier is sufficiently small such that the continuous Brownian searcher without leapovers locates the target most efficiently. When x 0 goes to increasingly negative values, successively LFs with smaller α values become more efficient. In terms of the efficiency we see that for sufficiently large barriers, that is, when the target is initially separated by a considerable uphill distance from the searcher, LFs with smaller α fare dramatically better than processes with larger α.
We further illustrate the behavior of the search efficiency by studying its functional dependence on the stable index α for different initial distances x 0 between searcher and target as well as for different drift velocities in Fig. 13 . Thus, for short initial separation x 0 shown in Fig. 13 on the left, the Brownian searcher is always the most efficient for all cases: unbiased, downhill, and uphill. For larger x 0 as shown in the right panel of Fig. 13 , the situation changes: in the downhill case the Brownian searcher still fares best. However, already in the unbiased case the LF searchers produce a higher efficiency. An interesting fact is the non-monotonicity of the behavior of the search efficiency, leading to an optimal value for the stable index α, whose value depends on the strength of the bias (and the initial separation x 0 ). This α opt is shifting towards the Cauchy value α = 1 for increasing uphill bias.
We can also find a qualitative argument for the optimal value α opt of the power-law index in the small bias limit. If we denote E 0 = E(x 0 , v = 0), then E(x 0 , v) ∼ = E 0 − (α − 1)v/x 0 . In comparison to the unbiased case, that is, the efficiency is reduced in the uphill case and increased in the downhill case, as it should be. Moreover, the correction due to the bias is more pronounced for larger values of α. Hence the optimal α necessarily shifts to larger values for the downhill case in comparison with the unbiased situation, and vice versa in the uphill case. 
D. Implicit formula for the first arrival density
We briefly mention a different way to approach the first arrival problem in terms of an implicit expression for the corresponding density ℘ fa (t). From Eq. (7), by inverse Laplace transform we find
With the functions H i (t) defined in App. H, we rewrite this relation in the form
such that we arrive at the simple form
in terms of the Laplace transforms H i (s). This is a familiar form for the first passage density for continuous processes [55] , and is also known for the first arrival of LFs [49] . For numerical evaluation or small bias expansions this expression turns out to be useful.
V. DISCUSSION
We generalized the prominent Lévy flight model for the random search of a target to the case of an external bias. This bias could represent a choice of the searcher due to some prior experience, a bias in an algorithmic search space, or simply an underwater current or airflow. To compare the efficiency of this biased LF search for different initial searcher-target separations and values of the external bias, we introduced the search efficiency in terms of the mean of the inverse search time, 1/t . We confirmed that this measure is meaningful and in fact more consistent than the traditional definition in terms of the inverse mean search time, 1/ t . As a second measure for the quality of the search process we introduced the search reliability, the cumulative arrival probability. When this measure is unity, the searcher will ultimately always locate the target. When it is smaller than unity, the searcher has a finite chance to miss the target. As shown here, high search reliability does not always coincide with a high search efficiency. Depending on what we expect from a search process, either measure may be more relevant.
In terms of the efficiency we saw that even in absence of a bias the optimal strategy crucially depends on the initial separation x 0 between the searcher and the target. For small x 0 the Brownian searcher is more efficient, as it cannot overshoot the target. With increasing x 0 , however, the LF searcher needs a smaller number of steps to locate the target and thus becomes more efficient. In the presence of a bias there is a strong asymmetry depending on the direction of the bias with respect to the initial location of the searcher and the target. For the downhill scenario the Brownian searcher always fares better, as it is advected straight to the target while the LF searcher may dramatically overshoot the target in a leapover event and then needs to makes its way back to the target, against the bias. The observed behaviors can be non-monotonic, leading to an optimal value for the power-law exponent α. For strong uphill bias and large initial separation the optimal α value is unity, for short separations and downhill scenarios the Brownian limit α = 2 is best. There exist optimal values for α in the entire interval (1, 2), depending on the exact parameters.
The search reliability for a given value of α solely depends on the generalized Péclet number. For unbiased search the searcher will always eventually locate the target, that is, the search efficiency attains the value of unity. In the presence of a bias, unity is returned for the search reliability for a Brownian searcher in the downhill case. It decays exponentially for the uphill case. For LF searchers with α smaller than two, the probability of leapovers reduces the value of the search reliability in the downhill case. In the opposite, uphill scenario the search reliability is larger for LF searchers compared to the Brownian searcher. The absolute gain in this case, however, was found to be smaller than the loss to a Brownian competitor in the downhill case. Without prior knowledge of the bias a Brownian search strategy may turn out to be overall advantageous. We also found a non-monotonicity of the search reliability as function of the initial searcher-target separation x 0 .
It should be noted that LFs are processes with a diverging variance x 2 (t) , and may therefore be considered unphysical. There exists the closely related superdiffusive model of Lévy walks, they have a finite variance due to a spatiotemporal coupling introducing a finite travel velocity, compare, for instance, Ref. [57] . This coupling penalizes long jumps. However, both models converge in the sense that the probability density function of a Lévy walker displays a growing Lévy stable portion in its center, limited by propagating fronts. The trajectory of such a Lévy walk appears increasingly similar to an LF: local search interspersed by decorrelating long excursions. We expect that at least qualitatively our present findings remain valid for the case of Lévy walks. It will be interesting to investigate this quantitative statement in more detail.
where v = vt s /x s . We choose the parameters t s and x s as
where σ and τ correspond to the scaling factors of the jump length and waiting time distributions of the continuous time random walk. These appear in the Fourier and Laplace transforms of the jump length and waiting time densities [15] . The respective expansions used in the derivation of the continuous time random walk model for Lévy flights are
The diffusion coefficient K α in the fractional FokkerPlanck equation is then expressed in terms of these parameters as [15, 58] 
We thus obtain the dimensionless dynamic equation (3).
Appendix B: Proof that P = 0 for v = 0 and α ≤ 1
To obtain the search reliability P via the relation P = ℘ fa (s = 0) one first integrates Eq. (7) over k and then takes the limit s = 0. If s = 0 and 1 < α ≤ 2, both integrals in the numerator and denominator of Eq. (7) converge. In this and the next appendices we prove that ℘ fa (s) = 0 for s > 0 and α ≤ 1. Hence P = 0, which means that the searcher never reaches the target in the case α ≤ 1.
Taking v = 0 in Eq. 
For α ≤ 1 the integral in the denominator diverges at infinity. Let us consider the integral in the numerator. We notice that
for α < 1. Thus the numerator of expression (B1) converges for α < 1. Since the denominator diverges in this α range, ℘ fa (s) = 0 for all values of s. Thus, the search reliability vanishes, P = 0, and the searcher never reaches its target. The limiting case α = 1 needs separate attention. We observe that the integral (B2) diverges. For α = 1, 
The second term in Eq. (B5) converges. Thus, in the ratio over the divergent integral (B4) it can be neglected. The first term can be modified to 
which completes the proof. 
At a → ∞ only the first term is significant, and it diverges logarithmically. The integral in the numerator converges due to the oscillating functions in the integrands. With the diverging denominator and the converging numerator in Eq. (C3), we have that ℘ fa (s) = 0 for any finite s. The search reliability vanishes. For α < 1 in Eq. (7) with k → ∞ we have k α ≪ k, and the proof is analogous to the case just considered.
Then both integrals can be easily calculated by the method of residues, and we arrive at Eq. (23) .
At short times (v 2 /K 2 < s) Eq. (23) reduced by use of the properties 1.2 and 1.3 from chapter 1 in Ref. [60] ) as well as its definition via the Mellin transform [60] . This procedure yields 
Using the expansion of the H-function at small arguments [60] we find at v = 0
